Alaska’s Inside Passage
10th August 2019 – 23rd August 2019
Welcome from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist:
Hazel Pittwood
It was my privilege to journey with you during your Alaska’s
Inside Passage cruise; ORCA are extremely grateful to have been
invited by Noble Caledonia to join the expedition team on this
trip. My role was to help guests get the most out of their wildlife
experiences whilst on board and to collect scientific information
on whales, dolphins and porpoises to be used for their
conservation.
I hope you enjoy reading this report detailing some of the
amazing wildlife we encountered!
Day 1: 10th August, Departing Vancouver
Having boarded Le Soléal, the beautiful chartered Ponant vessel, I joined guests and crew for the safety briefing.
I got my bearings around the ship then headed to my cabin to unpack my bags, leaving my balcony door open as I did
so to listen to the sounds of the sea. I glanced outside and stared in disbelief as two humpback whales surfaced a few
hundred metres from the ship! I took this as a good omen for the sightings that were yet to come on this cruise and
headed to dinner excited for what tomorrow might bring.
Day 2: 11th August, Seymour Narrows and Johnstone Strait
Up on deck at first light, it wasn’t long before a blow far off on the port side revealed the presence of a whale close to
the land. One hardy guest was up and on deck with me and enjoyed the sight of the animal breaching multiple times!
Even at this distance the unmistakable long, white pectoral fins were visible, enabling me to identify this animal as a
humpback whale; this was the first of many deck watch sightings of these gentle giants on this cruise!

A humpback whale breaching at first light
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As the sun rose I was struck by the beauty of the scenery surrounding us. Vivid green pine trees cloaked the
mountainous landscape and calm waters would provide perfect conditions for spotting whales, dolphins and
porpoises. Two more humpback whales were seen later in the morning off the Starboard side followed by another on
the port side, raising its tail flukes as it went into a dive, to the delight of more guests who were now out on deck.

The final glimpse of a humpback whale’s tail before it dives

I heard the distinctive call of bald eagles and, after scanning the treeline, I spotted two of these magnificent birds
perched in a tall pine. A large flock of red necked phalarope in non-breeding plumage flew past whilst common murre,
pigeon guillemot and rhinoceros auklet were seen on the water. Herring gull, mew gull and glaucous winged gull
amassed around fishing vessels or rested on logs, further adding to our bird list. Speaking of logs, there were lots of
them. Those of us on deck kept raising our binoculars to check they weren’t whales!

Various gull species, a mix of adults and juveniles, standing on a log

Some time had passed without any cetacean sightings so I took the opportunity to quickly go and get a coffee.
Within a minute I heard a call on my VHF radio saying there was a sighting! I hurriedly returned to the deck. Cruise
photographer Sue and guests had their cameras and binoculars fixed on something off the starboard side. ‘What have
you seen?’ I excitedly asked Sue. My pulse quickened at her reply – we were in the presence of orcas (killer whales)!
Having heard the sighting announced over the ship’s speaker system guests were now gathering out on deck. The
Captain expertly guided Le Soléal gently towards them. The huge black fin of a male orca rose from the water to excited
exclamations of ‘there they are!’ The lengthy encounter that followed was truly spectacular; the pod of approximately
eleven animals surfaced, rolled, tail slapped and even breached! Upon returning home I was able to determine that
the animals we encountered were a group of Northern Resident Killer Whales (orcas). The orcas in these waters are
well studied and unique markings enable them to be individually identified. The animals we saw are known as the A30
matriline and the pod consists of three generations; they range from thirty-five years of age
(Clio – A50) to three years of age (A113 – no nickname).
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An encounter with orcas is always special – the stunning scenery was an added bonus!

Bend (A72) seen here on the right hand side is identifiable from her distinctive notched dorsal fin. The juvenile with her is Jamieson (A108). Jamieson is
Bend’s first calf, born in 2014. It is not yet known if Jamieson is male or female.
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Bend (A72), a female, was born in 1999

Clio (A50) is Bend’s mother, she was born in 1984

I76 (no nickname) – note the huge size of this adult male’s dorsal fin compared with the shorter, curved dorsal of the
females

The dorsal fin of an adult male orca can be up to 6ft high!
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Over the rest of the day sightings included a fleeting glimpse of three Dall’s porpoise, four Steller sea lions and huge
flocks of sooty shearwater. Two rafts of sea otters which were the only large groups of these mammals seen on the
cruise; collectively, the two groups numbered approximately forty animals consisting of both adults and juveniles.
Numerous humpback whales were also seen, ranging from close by the ship to far off in the distance. After a day of
wonderful wildlife everyone headed to dinner happily discussing the sightings, hoping tomorrow would follow suit.

A group of four Steller sea lions, the largest pinniped of the region

A sooty shearwater takes a run up on the water before taking flight

A raft of sea otters – endangered as a result of historic hunting activity, they are slowly rebounding in number

The slate grey back of a humpback whale rolls gently through the water as it surfaces to take a breath
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Day 3: 12th August, Princess Royal and Grenville Channels
Waterproofs were needed this morning, but a stunning, moody sunrise was enjoyed by those out on deck early.

Sightings were sporadic, beginning with small groups of Dall’s porpoise, characteristically creating ‘rooster tail’
splashes as the came towards the ship. These small, black and white coloured cetaceans are very fast – blink and you
will miss them!

Dall’s porpoise – this distinctive black and white cetacean reaches up to 2m long

This ‘rooster tail’ splash is an identifying feature for the presence of Dall’s porpoise
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Other wildlife seen this morning were a very distant humpback whale, one harbour seal and numerous bald eagles. I
took leave from the deck to deliver my first presentations, ‘Whales and Dolphins of the Pacific Northwest’. This was
well attended and enthusiastically received, which I am sure was due to the fact the appeal of this cruise, for most
guests, was the incredible wildlife of the region. Blustery conditions in the afternoon meant that this day yielded no
further sightings; guests would have to wait to put their cetacean spotting skills to good use!

Day 5: 13th August, Metlakatla and Ketchikan
No whales, dolphins or porpoises were seen during our deck watch on approach to Metlakatla. However, just after
docking I was approached by a guest who showed me photographs she had taken of an animal seen from her balcony
very early that morning; I was able to identify it as a fin whale! Fin whales are the second largest animal in the world
measuring up to 27m long (the blue whale is not much larger, with the longest ever recorded measuring 33m). This
was the only sighting of this species on the cruise and, as far as I am aware, it was only seen by one lucky guest!
Now ashore in Metlakatla, ravens croaked and cackled in the trees as the local guides kindly showed us around their
town, including many spectacular totem poles, before we headed to their long house to watch their wonderful cultural
performance. First Nations culture is intrinsically intertwined with the natural world, evidenced in the clans within the
Tsimshian community we visited; raven, eagle, wolf and killer whale.

Raven totem

Killer whale art on the school wall

One of the local guides told us a blue whale had recently been seen in the area which was very exciting news!
Unfortunately we did not see any cetaceans as we departed Metlakatla and continued towards Ketchikan, but bald
eagles, common murres, red necked phalaropes and barn swallows provided birdwatching interest. Harbour seals
were also observed as we came into dock in Ketchikan and salmon could be seen leaping in the creek.
Day 6: 14th August, Misty Fjords
The decks were filled with guests eager to spot wildlife (especially bears) as we sailed along the Behm Canal this
morning. No bears were seen on this occasion, but we did have our first sighting of mountain goats and belted
kingfisher. On the boat trips to Misty Fjords National Monument a large congregation of harbour seals were seen
hauled out at New Eddystone Rock. Two bald eagles perched on a fallen tree whilst Bonaparte’s and mew (common)
gull rested on the water. No cetaceans were seen today but as we were heading for Snow Pass, an area known for
humpback whales, tomorrow held promise.
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Le Soléal anchored in Misty Fjords

New Eddystone Rock with seals hauled out on the right hand side

Day 6: 15th August, Wrangell Narrows and Petersburg
The area we travelled through this morning was detailed in the daily programme as having ‘an abundance of fish which
can attract whales’. Well, it certainly lived up to that description! Having been lacking in cetaceans the past few days
everyone was thrilled by wonderful views of numerous humpback whales, including one acrobatic individual who was
lob tailing and breaching! The captain and crew once again showed their dedication to ensuring the enjoyment of
guests by slowing and manoeuvring Le Soléal into prime position for observing these magnificent creatures, some of
which passed within less than a hundred metres of the ship.
The calm conditions were perfect for watching the whales and enabled us to see the flukeprints left on the surface as
they dived. Everyone on deck was scouring the waters in anticipation, trying to guess where the animals would appear
next and counting the blows as multiple humpbacks surfaced together; one, two, three at a time! Dall’s porpoise,
Steller sea lion and sea otters were also seen today but could not recreate the giddy excitement of the humpback
whale encounter!

A humpback whale surfaces against the stunning backdrop of the Alaskan temperate rainforest
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A humpback whale surfaces with tiny common murre (bottom left corner) nearby

This photo shows the distinctive humped back that gives this whale species their name

A flukeprint: this area of calm water is the result of a whale’s powerful tail disturbing water as it dives

In the afternoon we ventured ashore to explore Petersburg, with many guests undertaking a guided nature walk with
members of the expedition team. Bohemian waxwing, American robin, Steller’s jay, Northern flicker and collared
dove were new additions to the bird list. Old man’s beard lichen and ‘fairy barf’ fungus were recognised by those who
attended the talk given by on board naturalist and Alaskan native Phil, who enthusiastically plunged his hands into a
bog to give guests the opportunity to see an Alaskan wood frog!
Bald eagles sat majestically surveying their surroundings from the treetops, providing the best photo opportunity of
the trip for this emblematic bird. Mew (common), Bonaparte’s, glaucous winged and herring gulls could be seen
preening and searching for food amongst the seaweed in the harbor.
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Bohemian waxwing on a mountain ash tree

Old man’s beard lichen

Alaskan wood frog
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Forget me not – Alaska’s national flower

Fairy barf fungus

Bald eagle
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Day 7: 16th August, Endicott Arm and Tracy Arm
There was surely no better way to start the day than with a black bear before breakfast! This was the first sighting of
a bear on the cruise (as we travelled down Endicott Arm) and the outer deck quickly filled with guests following the
captain’s announcement that this animal had been spotted foraging on the shore off the starboard side. Le Soléal
turned and quietly edged nearer to give everyone a closer look. The obliging bear remained visible for some time,
grazing vegetation, scratching itself and even pausing for a rest before suddenly bolting through the long grass into
the surrounding forest.
After that exciting start to the day we travelled back along
Endicott Arm, sighting large flocks of surf scoter (a species of
North American sea duck) as we continued towards Tracy
Arm and the Dawes Glacier. Disembarking on local boat
cruises, guests were able to take a closer look at the vast
expanse of ice. Mountain goats, including a female with a kid,
and a large number of harbor seals provided added interest
alongside the incredible icebergs. The glacier itself put on a
fantastic display with huge masses of ice calving off, creating
powerful waves and plunging into the water then shooting
back up before drifting towards us! Guests commented on
the incredible colouration of the ice which almost seemed to
glow in various shades of brilliant blue.
This black bear was our first bear sighting of the cruise

A female mountain goat with kid

Harbour seals hauled out on the ice

Back aboard Le Soléal we began to head for LeConte Bay, but the excitement was far from over; having seen a bear at
dawn, we were treated to humpback whales as the sun was setting. What a great way to start and end the day!

A humpback whale, one of many seen on this evening, raises its tail as it goes into a dive
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Day 8: 17th August, LeConte Bay and Kake
Today began with an excursion to explore the ‘glacier garden’ of LeConte Bay aboard local jet boats. This provided a
wonderful opportunity to get up close to impressive icebergs, so close that we could actually touch them, and harbor
seals were seen swimming nearby. Back on Le Soléal I gave my second lecture of the cruise entitled ‘Surveying Marine
Mammals’ which expanded upon the process of collecting data about whales, dolphins, porpoises and other animals
to be used for their conservation. Shortly afterwards I was able to put the theory into practice as we were treated to
the largest congregation of humpback whales I have ever seen! Guests were keen to know how many there were and
after observing them for some time I arrived at the figure of at least twenty-five! The whales were evidently feeding
as they repeatedly performed shallow dives. The ship was halted to give everyone the opportunity to watch this
wonderful spectacle before resuming our gentle passage towards Kake.

There are at least five humpback whales in this photo – can you spot them all?

After the humpback whale party, a black bear was seen off the Port side on the shore by a lucky few and some Dall’s
porpoise approached the ship. Too fast to photograph, this grainy image is a still from a short video I managed to
capture of the porpoises as they passed close by!

Dall’s porpoise: blink and you might miss them!

We then anchored off Kake and headed ashore via the tender vessels. Following a warm and welcoming cultural
performance from the Tlingit community guests explored the local area including the world’s largest totem pole and
the former salmon hatchery. Walking along the track near the hatchery with some of the expedition team members
and the last few remaining guests, the local guide drove past on her quad bike. As she did so a black bear bolted across
the path into the undergrowth! We couldn’t believe our eyes! Having been advised not to run in the presence of bears,
everyone hurriedly walked to the bridge across the creek hoping to glimpse the animal again. Arriving at the bridge
the anticipation was palpable. We waited quietly, desperately hopeful with cameras poised. After a few moments the
vegetation stirred.
There, mere metres away, was the black bear! It sniffed the air before gently padding forward through the grass, ears
twitching as it paused momentarily, cautiously surveying its surroundings. We watched as the bear walked up the
creek and, to our amazement, was joined by another bear, before disappearing out of sight.
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A black bear emerges from the bushes and cautiously walks into the creek – a truly unforgettable encounter!

Back on board Le Soléal we were heading into rough waters which meant the outer decks were shut. You might think
this meant cetacean spotting was off the agenda, but as the daylight began to fade Captain Charbel made an
announcement urging people to stop whatever they were doing and look out from a window or balcony…
Having been readying myself for dinner, I dashed up onto the top deck which had now been opened to allow guests
to witness this spectacle, a few of which had already assembled. Everywhere you looked there were gigantic splashes;
a group of over twenty humpback whales were breaching right out of the water! The captain made another
announcement ‘fifty metres off the port side, three hundred metres off the starboard side…just crazy!’ Heeding the
excitement in the captain’s voice, yet more guests were compelled to come and look. One whale repeatedly lobbed
its tail and the boom was audible as it slapped the surface! As light diminished the unbelievable spectacle was cloaked
in darkness and we all retired indoors, buzzing from the excitement.
On board naturalist and cetacean expert Colin Baird said he describes this spectacle as ‘the firework display’. I think
this is a very fitting description for seeing these leviathans exploding forth from the water, one after the other, to the
excited ‘oooohs’ and ‘ahhhhs’ of spectators!

A sequence showing a breaching humpback whale – part of the ‘firework display’ show of whales that evening!
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Day 9: 18th August, Point Adolphus and Elfin Cove
A combination of high winds and rough waters made spotting wildlife challenging this morning as we journeyed
through Icy Strait. In spite of the conditions, three humpback whales were observed far off in the distance. Steller sea
lions were bobbing around in the waters off the Inian islands, their pointed whiskery snouts just visible, but by then
we also had glare from the sun to contend with! As we passed by the Brady Glacier the powder fine sediment running
off into the water turned the sea a pale-milky blue; this actually helped us to spot the small, dark form of numerous
harbor porpoises and also the occasional sea otter!
Conditions had calmed somewhat by the time we anchored off Elfin Cove and, after going ashore by tender, we had
glorious sunshine for our time exploring this remote fishing community. A birding highlight was a male belted
kingfisher seen sitting atop a tree; this is the only member of the kingfisher family commonly found in North America.

A male belted kingfisher seen in Elfin Cove

The woodland trail around the cove was flanked by log cabins with flower-filled planters and sugar water feeders for
the benefit of rufous breasted hummingbirds, the only species of hummingbird found in Alaska. Our arrival did not
coincide with the birds being present as they had already left on their migration southwards to Costa Rica. After
enjoying a few sunny exploring this characterful fishing village it was time to return to Le Soléal. Excited shouts from
guests revealed the presence of sea lions!

Steller sea lions in the harbour at Elfin Cove
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Day 10: 19th August, Yakutat Bay and Hubbard Glacier
A sea state five, bordering six, greeted us this morning resulted in a quiet deck watch. A small pod of unidentified
dolphins was seen coasting along within a large wave but remained submerged. A lone male orca was spotted far off
on the starboard side from the bridge; after catching one glimpse of the animal’s huge dorsal fin I did not observe him
again. Large flocks of sooty shearwater and white-winged scoter provided interest in terms of bird life whilst the
occasional sea otter and harbour porpoise were also spotted.
Owing to the fantastic weather we had spectacular views of the mountains, notably Mt. St. Elias, Logan, Cook,
Vancouver, Hubbard and Fairweather. As we continued our journey things remained quiet on the sightings front.

A North American brown bear (aka grizzly bear)

Earlier that morning, cruise photographer Sue and I
had been discussing our chances of seeing a brown
bear on the remainder of this trip; everyone on board
was understandably keen to see one. That afternoon
we were in luck! An announcement from the captain
revealed that a North American brown bear
(aka grizzly bear) had been spotted from the bridge
using a telescope. Guests filled the outer decks and as
we slowly edged forwards the animal could be seen
walking along the distant shoreline. Excited crew
members appeared too; I gave them my binoculars to
pass around so they could take a look whilst the team
of naturalists and I busied ourselves making sure
guests could spot the impressive creature!

The bear stayed visible for some time, pacing along the shore, passing into the shade under the trees and even
swimming when its way was blocked by a rocks jutting into the water. Eventually the bear, identified as being a young
animal by on-board bear expert Alex, clambered up the rock face and disappeared into the forest.
We continued our journey, arriving at Yakutat Bay in the early afternoon. Hundreds of harbor seals (aka common
seals) were seen hauled out resting on the floating ice; I’ve never seen so many of them in one place together! Shortly
afterwards we travelled into Disenchantment Bay (named by a ship’s Captain who ventured into the bay in 1972
hoping for passage into the Atlantic, but instead found the route blocked by ice) and arrived at the terminal face of
the Hubbard Glacier. This spectacular wall of ice rises one hundred metres above sea level (the height of a thirty story
building) and stretching six miles wide. Thunderous rumbles echoed around the bay as the ice cracked and moved,
accompanied by the continual popping and crackling of tiny bubbles escaping from the ice floating alongside the ship.
A truly awe inspiring experience!

The Hubbard Glacier - the largest tidewater glacier in North America
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Day 11: 20th August - Icy Bay, Tsaa Fjord and Tann Fjord
As we explored Icy Bay early this morning a large aggregation of Harbour seals (aka common seals) were seen resting
on the small icebergs as we approached the Malaspina and Guyot glaciers. The waters were calm, but unfortunately
this was not conducive to sightings. A couple of harbour porpoise were seen off the port side in spite of glare from
the sun. Flocks of sooty shearwater and the occasional common murre (aka common guillemot) were seen resting
whilst a parasitic jaeger (aka Arctic skua) repeatedly harrassed kittiwakes.

A black legged kittiwake (left) turns to evade the attack of a parasitic jaeger (right)

In the afternoon the sea state changed and rough conditions rendered spotting anything very difficult. Indeed, I had
no further sightings that day and duly left the deck to get ready for the Captain’s farewell cocktails. On arriving at the
theatre some guests reported that they had seen orcas (killer whales) not long ago and, fittingly, on board orca expert
naturalist Colin had seen them too! I hope you had the good fortune to see them before heading for your farewell
cocktail!
Day 12: 21st August – College Fjord and Cordova
On our final day exploring Alaska’s inside passage we awoke in the beautiful College Fjord and enjoyed early morning
views of Harvard and Yale glaciers. Lone sea otters were seen every now and then, along with the occasional
appearance of a Dall’s porpoise speeding by. No other marine mammal sightings followed as we journeyed towards
Cordova. However, once we arrived there, guests were in for a real treat in the form of a close encounter with four
sea otters who were resting in the safe, shallow waters of the harbour! Everyone was delighted to watch them rolling
around and sleeping, providing the perfect opportunity to capture some photographs to cherish as a memory.

A Northern sea otter (one of four) seen in the harbour at Cordova
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Day 13: 22nd August – Seward disembarkation, Alaska Wildlife Conservation Centre and one last sighting…
Given that we had now disembarked Le Solèal you might assume there were no more cetacean sightings, but some
guests were treated to a brief glimpse of beluga whales! They were seen from the coaches en route to the Alaska
Wildlife Conservation Centre; I spotted one from the coach I was on, but other guests reported seeing a small pod of
at least three animals from their coach. Well done if you spotted these unmistakeable white whales!

The white colouration of the beluga whale is a distinctive identifying feature (ORCA stock photo)

Thank you from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist
Firstly, I would like to give my thanks to guests on board the Alaska’s Inside Passage cruise; It was a real privilege to
share this experience with you. I hope you enjoyed your trip to this truly stunning area of the world and that my
presence helped you to make the most of the wonderful wildlife encountered during your time on board!
Thank you also to Captain Daher Charbel and all crew on board Le Soléal, Noble Caledonia Cruise Director Neil,
Assistant Cruise Director Fiona and Ponant Expedition Leader Louis and their respective expedition team staff.
ORCA extend our sincere gratitude to Noble Caledonia for providing us with this opportunity to showcase the incredible
wildlife of Alaska’s Inside Passage to guests and for enabling us to collect vital scientific data
for the conservation of cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) and other marine mammals.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection
of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats.
For more information about us, please visit our website: www.orcaweb.org.uk

For a map of all of our sightings, please see the next page.
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